Phase or spatial resolution of secondary electron monitors be presented.
INTRODUCTION
Secondary electron monitors [ 1, 2, 3] for longitudinal bunch charge distribution measurement (BPD monitor) is the only tool at present for the measurement of short ion bunches with resolution up to 10 ps. This technique is the promising one for the bunch phase distribution monitoring of electron bunches with subpicosecond and far better resolution [4, 5] .
The space charge effect of the beam bunches is a main one restricting the monitor resolution [6, 7, 8] .
Using, as an example, the beam parameters of the specific ion linac at CERN (Linac 2), IHEP (URAL 60) and also the electron linac beam with the bunch population of 5.10'' this effect is considered.
In the paper the same definitions and symbols as in [2, 4, 5, 6, 8] are used.
In order to simplify the problem a two-dimensional charge distribution for the ellipsoidal ion bunches with uniform density and the circular cylinder with uniform charge distribution in the case of the electron beam have been taken. For these cases the expressions for the bunch field calculations were obtained on the base of the appropriate expressions published in [9, 10] .
GEOMETRY
The following geometry of the primary converters of the considered secondary electron monitors, where the perturbation of the secondary electron is occurred, is shown in Fig.1 .
The geometry shown in Fig.la was used in the case of the ion beams, so named geometry 1, and geometry 2 in The behavior of the AT,, -curves at different R, can be explained through Fig.3 , where the Ez-component of the bunch electric field strength vs. the z-coordinate is shown. If we take the point A as the electron start, then, taking into account that the more emitter electric field strength the more electron path for a time of the bunch crossing by the emitter, the electron will reach the point B or C for the appropriate magnitude of the E;strength. On the AB path the sum effect of the bunch field is close to zero, and we have the another case for the AC path. In our case the AC path corresponds 2% = 0.1 mm, and the AB path -for the emitter with large radius, i.e. when the emitter like a strip. In Fig.4 and Fig.5 the dependencies of the same parameters vs. the U"-voltage or the bunch phase length (2Ro =.0.1 mm) at the emitter position being coincident with the beam axis are shown respectively.
Qne can see the strong dependence of these parameters in the case of the small radius of the emitter. Figure 6 represents the above mentioned dependencies for 3D-monitor [3] installed in the channel of the CERN Linac 2 for two proton energies, when the emitter of the 0.1 mm diameter under 10 kV is used.
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The perturbation of the secondary electrons in the From these dependencies one can conclude that the bunch phase distribution monitoring with resolution in subpicosecond range can be reached within the beam area of the 0.5; mm radius near the beam axis.
CONCLUSIONS
Represented dependencies of the secondary electron perturbations in the primary converter allow to determine the phase: resolution of the monitor on the base of simple algorithm for the monitor resolution calculation represented in detail in the paper [6] both for the monitor with longitudinal and transverse rf-modulation of the secondaries, the definitions and symbols used there are the same as in this paper.
By choosing the optimal values of the monitor's parameters we can reach the high resolution for any rflinac beam, in particular, near the beam axis where for a rotationally symmetrical bunch its length and longitudinal emittance are maximum.
As to the 2D-beam current distribution measurement in the 3D-monitor [3] it should be noted that in thle monitor there is no focusing in the y-direction, and the beam size measured in the y-direction (see Fig.7 ) will be smaller than it can be watched in the x-direction up to 1 mm from both its sides. The alternative methods and devices have been proposed for the 2D-and 3D-distribution measurements [ 12,13.14] in the case of the considecable space charge effect where the focusing in each direction are used.
